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TotalView Debugger QuickView

This booklet tells you a little about TotalView® Debugger
(TVD). The TVD family contains three products: TotalView®
Enterprise, TotalView® Team, and TotalView® Individual.
Except for Memory Debugging, everything you will read here
applies to all of our TotalView Debugger products.

Downloading TVD
You can download a fully-functional, time-limited evaluation
copy of TVD by going to:

http://www.totalviewtech.com/Try/

Compiling and Then Starting TVD
When you compile your program, add the -g command-line
option to its compile command. After it’s compiled, enter
the following command in a shell window:
TotalView Debugger QuickView

totalview program_name 

If you need to send arguments to your program, enter:

totalview program_name -a options 
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TVD Windows
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own on the next page.)
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your middle mouse button to see more information. You can
dive on many different things, and what happens is unique to
what you’re diving on. That is, what happens when you dive on
a variable is different than what happens when you dive on a
function. Some windows even contain an undive button ( )
that lets you return to where you came from. 



If you need to control a program that isn’t running under
TVD control, open the File > New Program dialog box, se-
lect Attach to an existing process on the left dive, select
the program, then select OK.

If you invoke TVD using the name of a program, TVD first dis-
plays a Root Window, then displays your program in a Process

FIGURE 1:  A Root Window
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Window. This Process Window is where you’ll find your
source code and infor mation about the current process and
thread. 



e TVD Process Window: 
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FIGURE 2:  A Process Window



g Source: Displays your program’s source code. This is
where you set breakpoints, dive on variables to see their
values, dive on functions to change the source being dis-
played, and perform other related activities.

g Stack Trace: Displays the routines in your program’s call
stack. When you dive on a routine’s name, TVD displays it
in the Source Pane and changes the information displayed
in the Stack Frame Pane.

g Stack Frame: Contains all of the variables associated
with the stack routine selected in the Source Pane. For
simple objects such as an int or a float, the information
appears in this pane. If the variable refers to a compound
object or an array, or if the variable is a pointer, you’ll see
its datatype. After diving, TVD shows information in a sep-
arate Variable Window.

If TVD displays a data value in bold, you can click within
it, and alter its value. TVD writes the changed value into
your program’s memory. 

g Tabbed Area: Contains three tabs. The Processes Tab
contains a grid, with each element representing a pro-
cess. The Threads tab lists the threads that are part of the
current process. (In both, clicking on a grid element or
thread shifts the Process Window’s focus.) The Action
TotalView Debugger QuickView

Points Tab shows you the line number’s where you told
TVD to do something. Action point is the TVD term for the
different types of breakpoints that you can set. Diving on
an action point takes you to the line where it was created. 



 dive on a variable, TVD displays information about
le in a window. Here are two examples.
When you
the variab
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FIGURE 3:  Two Variable Windows 



The top part of a Variable Window contains information
about the variable. If you are displaying an array, the Slice
and Filter fields let you select which of the array’s elements
TVD displays. The bottom part of a Variable Window contains
element values. 

You can edit almost anything in the top part of the window
as well as data values in the bottom part.

You can even dive in a Variable Window. For example, diving
on a pointer dereferences the pointer so that you can see
what the pointer points to. 

Commands
This section contains descriptions of things most TVD users
do. What’s here, however, isn’t the whole story. For com-
plete information, see our documentation and online help.
We also post all TVD documentation at http://www.
totalviewtech.com/Documentation. 

We also recommend that you go to http://www.
totalviewtech.com/mojo/mojo.cgi and enroll in our Tip-
of-the-Week mailing list.
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 a Breakpoint at Some Interesting Place
 line number. TVD displays a  sign.

l not to double-click. The first click creates the
t and a second click deletes it, and you might not
at anything happened.

, Stopping, and Restarting Your Program
two of the ways that you can start your program:

Set a breakpoint and then select Go in the
toolbar. Your program starts executing. Execu-
tion stops just before the line that contains the
breakpoint.
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Method 1

FIGURE 4:  B
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Method 2 Select Step. TVD starts your program, and then
stops it immediately before the first state-
ment in your main() function.

To stop a running program, select the toolbar’s Halt button. 

To restart a program, select the toolbar’s Restart button.



Stepping Through a Program
Use the Step and Next buttons. Both tell your program to
execute the current line. The difference occurs when a line
has a function call, Step goes into the function while Next
completely executes the function.

If you want to get to a line without individually stepping
each line in between, select the line, and then click Run To.

Stepping Out of a Function
If you stepped into a function and want to pop out to the
statement that called it, click the Out button.

Setting a Breakpoint at a Function
Here are three ways to set a breakpoint at a function:

Method 1 If you can see the function in the Source Pane,
click on a line number within the function.

FIGURE 5:  Process Window Menus and Command Bar
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Method 2 Use the View Lookup Function command
to find the function. After the function dis-
plays, select a line number.



Select the Action Points At Location com-
mand, and then type the function’s name in
the dialog box.

 a Data Watchpoint 

atchpoint is a type of action point that monitors a
 value. Unlike other action points, it isn’t set on a
e. Instead, it’s set on the memory location where
ram stores the variable’s data. When the contents
emory location changes, TVD stops execution and
the line that made the change. This means you
ly set watchpoints on global variables or on mem-
ted using malloc() or a related function.

chpoint by selecting the Variable Window Tools
int command. 
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and then select Properties from the pop-up context menu.
In the Properties dialog box, select Evaluate and then type
a print statement. (When code is associated with a break-
point, the breakpoint is called an eval point.) 

Figure 6 has an example.



Stopping Your Program Using a Condition

A condition is just an eval point that contains an if state-
ment. For example, here’s a condition that stops execution

FIGURE 6:  A printf() Example
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when the value returned by the get_value method in an
eval point’s line is equal to 30: 

if (an_object.get_value() == 30) $stop 



he big differences between an eval point and a
t is that execution only stops in an eval point when

t to. That is, TVD continues executing if you don’t
op statement to your eval point.
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matically. If TVD isn’t saving your action points, go to the
Options Tab in the File  Preferences dialog box and se-
lect Save preferences file on exit. 

While you’re setting this preference, you might want to look
at the many other items you can set.



Viewing Another Function’s Source
Here are two ways to see a function’s source:

Method 1 Dive on the function’s name in the Source

FIGURE 7:  A Counted Loop Example
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Pane. TVD now shows the function in the
Source Pane.

Method 2 Use the View Lookup Function command.



ing Your Call Stack
k Frame Pane in the Process Window contains the
all stack. When you dive on a routine, TVD shows
e in the Source Pane and its variables in the Stack

ne. 

 a Variable’s Value
four ways to see a variable’s value:

Dive on a variable in the Source Pane. The vari-
able appears in a Variable Window.

Scroll to the variable in the Stack Frame Pane.

he Call Stack Within the Stack Trace Pane
Examin
The Stac
current c
the routin
Frame Pa

Viewing
Here are 

Method 1

Method 2

FIGURE 8:  T
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If you want to display a compound variable like
an array or structure, dive on it. TVD displays
the information in a Variable Window.

Method 3 Use the View Lookup Variable command.
The variable can be global or local. If you de-



fine the same variable in more than one rou-
tine, TVD displays the variable contained in the
current stack frame. If TVD doesn’t find the
variable, it looks for the variable that the cur-
rent routine is using.

Method 4 Select a variable in the Source or Stack Frame
Panes, right-click, and select the Add to Ex-
pression List command.

Tracking a Group of Variables
The variables that TVD displays in its Variable Window are
aggregates, such as structures and arrays. For simpler infor-
mation, such as ints, floats, and doubles, use the Expres-
sion List Window. (See Figure 9.)

Here are two ways to place information in this window:

g Select a variable, right-click, then select the Add to Ex-
pression List command. You can do this in the Source
Pane, Stack Frame Pane, or Variable Window.

g Directly type a variable’s name in the window.

The information you enter can include expressions. For ex-
TotalView Debugger QuickView

ample, you can type my_var[idx_var[obj.get()][j/3]+25].

If you dive on a variable in the Expression List window, TVD
displays the variable in a Variable Window.



 a Global Variable in a Variable Window
three ways to see a global variable:

If it’s visible in the Source Pane, dive on it.

Use the View Lookup Variable command.

Use the Tools Program Browser command.

he Tools  Expression List Window
Viewing
Here are 

Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

FIGURE 9:  T
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Displaying Array Elements in a Variable Window
Here are two ways to see array elements:

Method 1 Dive on the variable’s name in the Process Win-
dow Stack Frame or Source Pane. 

Method 2 Use the View Lookup Variable command.



Displaying Some of an Array’s Elements

You can display a section of an array by editing the array
specifier in the Variable Window Slice field. The slice shows
each of the array’s dimensions as a colon (:) for Fortran or
[:] for C and C++. It uses (:,:) to display a two-dimensional
array in Fortran and [:][:] in C and C++.

So, to display items 101 through 125 of a one-dimensional
Fortran array, change the Slice field to (101:125). 

Using the Slice field lets you focus on some of the data, be-
cause the slice tells TVD to display fewer elements. The top
Variable Window in Figure 10 uses a slice to display 5 rows
and 5 columns of a 10 x 10 array.

Displaying All of an Array’s Elements Greater 
Than, Less Than, or Equal To a Value

When a Variable Window is displaying an array, you can type
an expression in the Filter field that tells TVD to limit what
it displays. For example, if you’re looking for values greater
TotalView Debugger QuickView

than 300, type “> 300”. 

The bottom Variable Window in Figure 10 combines a filter
with a slice.



Sliced
Sliced
and

Filtered
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FIGURE 10:  Sliced and Filtered Arrays



Chasing a Pointer to See What It’s Pointing To
Dive on a pointer to tell TVD to chase the pointer and display
what it is pointing to. The following figure shows chasing a
pointer in a Fortran program:
TotalView Debugger QuickView

FIGURE 11:  Chasing a Pointer



ng a Value to a Variable
three ways to assign a value to a variable:

If the variable is being displayed in the Ex-
pression List Window, you can edit the data in
the Value column.

If the variable isn’t complex—that is, it isn’t a
structure, an array, or a pointer—click in the
value being displayed in the Stack Frame Pane.
You can now edit its value.

If the variable is complex, dive on the variable
to display its contents in a Variable Window.
Then, click on an entry in the Value column
and change it. (See Figure 12.)

g a Program
u add code to a breakpoint, you are, in effect,
your program. When TVD hits the breakpoint, it
 code.

goto statement lets you branch around code that
Assigni
Here are 

Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

Patchin
When yo
patching 
runs your

The TVD 
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you don’t want executed. The target of the goto statement
targets is the line numbers that TVD displays in the Source
Pane. For example, goto 78 tells TVD to branch to line 78.
(In Fortran, type goto $78.) This means that when you find
your problem, you can create an eval point that contains
your patch, and then branch around the code within your



program that does the wrong thing. This lets you test your
code without ever leaving TVD. 

Of course, this new code only exists within TVD. You’ll also
need to change your source code.

Changing the Data Type that TVD Uses to 

FIGURE 12:  Editing an Array Element
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Display a Variable

To change the data type that TVD uses when it displays a
variable, you need to change (that is, cast) the text con-



 the Variable Window’s Type field. For example,
 data type from a pointer to an array pointer lets
he array’s data. Figure 13 shows casting a pointer’s
cture into an array of five elements. 

indow shows the raw int* data type. The middle
asts it into an array of pointers. After diving, TVD
he array, as the bottom window shows.

ng to a Different Thread or Process
two ways to change to a different thread or process:

Dive on a process or thread in the Root Window
to display it in a Process Window. 

Change processes by clicking on a process in
the Processes Tab. Dive on a thread in the
Threads tab to change to a different thread.

rming STL Containers
reatly simplifies the way you see predefined tem-
 standard data structures such as strings, lists, vec-
tained in
casting a
you see t
data stru

The top w
window c
displays t

Changi
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Method 1
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tors, and maps. Unfortunately, examining STL data when
there are problems is difficult because the STL adds ele-
ments to your data. STLView allows you to see your data log-
ically rather than the way it is physically represented by
your compiler. Figure 14 shows an untransformed and a
transformed vector.



 Untransformed and a Transformed Vector
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FIGURE 13:  Casting a Pointer to an Array FIGURE 14:  An
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ory Block Event Window
TotalView

Starting the Memory Debugger

NOTE    The Memory Debugger is not available if you are using TVD
Individual

The Memory Debugger can monitor how your program uses mal-
loc() and free() and related functions such as calloc() and real-
loc(). Because memory debugging is part of TVD, the memory
debugger greatly simplifies how you go about locating memory
problems. Here’s how you enable memory debugging:

1. Select the Tools  Memory Debugger command. 
2. From the displayed window, select Enable memory 

debugging. 
3. Select Stop execution when an error or event occurs. 

Finding free() Problems 
After you enable the Memory Debugger, TVD will stop your pro-
gram if a memory problem occurs. It will also display a window
that has information about the problem.

This window has the backtrace—that is, a list of stack frames—
that existed when your program allocated the block. Clicking on
a stack frame shows you where your program allocated memory.
Using the current backtrace (the one shown in the Process Win-
dow), you can go to the statement that caused the problem.

Because TVD is monitoring calls to the heap library, you can even
debug programs that use their own memory management librar-

FIGURE 15:  Mem



The only requirement is that these libraries eventu-
use the heap API. In many cases, you don’t need to
mpile or relink your program to use the Memory De-
er.

ing the Memory Debugger to Find 
mory Leaks

er you enable memory debugging from within the
ory Debugger Window, start your program. When-

r you stop execution, you can ask for a report of
r program’s leaks. (See Figure 16.) When you click
a leak in the top part of the window, the Memory
ugger places the backtrace associated with the leak
he bottom part. When you click on a stack frame in
 backtrace, TVD displays the line within your pro-
m that allocated the memory.

alyzing Memory
 can also use the Memory Debugger to analyze how
r program is using memory. The Graphical View with-
the Heap Status Page shows the memory your pro-
m is using. (See Figure 17.)

en you select a block in the graphical top area, the
ory Debugger displays information about the se-

ted block in the lower area. In addition, and perhaps
re importantly, it displays how many other alloca-
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FIGURE 16:  Memory Debugging Window
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re associated with the same backtrace and the
 of memory allocated from the same place. Other
ithin the Heap Status Page allows you to display the
ce and source line associated with an allocation.

g Memory Displays
g upon the way in which your program and its li-
se memory, you might be seeing thousands or tens
ands of memory allocations. You can simplify the
y creating filters that remove information. For ex-
he filter in the following figure removes all back-
at contain the strdup() function:

 Dangling Pointers
able memory debugging, TVD will add information
le Windows and the Stack Frame Pane that tell you
mory to which a pointer is pointing is allocated or
inter is dangling. (A dangling pointer is a pointer
ts into deallocated memory.) It also tells you if a

s pointing to the beginning of a memory block or if
ting to the block’s interior. 

 and Using Baselines
p and Process menus have a Set Heap Baseline

d tells the Memory Debugger to checkpoint its cur-
e. At a later time, you can use the Process > Heap
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FIGURE 17:  Heap Status Graphical View 



Change Summary command, which tells the Memory De-
bugger to tell you what has happened since you created the
baseline.

FIGURE 18:  Filtering
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Pressing the New Allocations or the New Leaks buttons
tells the Memory Debugger to display more information. 



s within the Memory Debugger also have Relative
ne buttons. Checking these buttons limits what is
played to just allocations and leaks since you set
ine.
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FIGURE 19: 
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Comparing Memory States
The Memory Debugger lets you save (export) your program’s
memory state and then read it back in at a later time. After
it is read in, you can examine this information in exactly the



same way as information from a live process. In addition,
you can select the Memory Compare tab and then generate a
view. This view shows the differences between how your
program is currently using memory and how it previously
used memory.

FIGURE 18:  Heap Change Summary Window
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